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Abstract
In this paper the author describes the phenomenon of collaborative housing, provides its definition, historical outline, systematics and variants, and presents selected examples of this kind of housing from Western European countries (Germany,
Switzerland, the Netherlands), where collaborative housing has been successfully developing at least since the 1970s. This
paper, together with the paper that follows it, entitled: “Collaborative Housing Perspectives. Potential, Barriers and Legal
Possibilities in the Polish Conditions”, constitutes a monographic study of the problem of collaborative housing in Poland.
This paper constitutes part one of the study.
Streszczenie
W artykule opisano zjawisko oddolnego budownictw mieszkaniowego, jego definicję, zarys historii, systematykę i warianty,
oraz zaprezentowano wybrane przykłady tego typu budownictwa pochodzące z krajów Europy Zachodniej (Niemcy,
Szwajcaria, Holandia), gdzie oddolne budownictwo mieszkaniowe rozwijane jest z sukcesem co najmniej od lat 1970. Artykuł
wraz z artykułem po nim następującym, pt. „Perspektywy oddolnego budownictwa mieszkaniowego. Potencjał, bariery oraz
możliwości prawne w warunkach polskich” stanowi monograficzne ujęcie problematyki oddolnego budownictwa mieszkaniowego w Polsce.
Artykuł stanowi pierwszą część.
K e y w o r d s : Collaborative housing; Affordable housing; Housing assembly; Co-housing; Housing cooperative; Housing
policy; Housing in Poland; Spatial planning.

1. INTRODUCTION: OVERVIEW
HOUSING IN POLAND

OF

Housing deficit in Poland, depending on the definition
of deficit we use, ranges between 300 and 820 thousand homes. Regardless of the calculation method,
lack of homes is not the most serious problem of the
Polish housing sector: a much serious problem is low
affordability of homes. Polish housing market is dominated by privately owned homes (80% of all the
premises in 2013), with homes owned by public entities in the second position (i.e. premises owned by
municipalities or the state: 10.3%), and the most
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undefined sector is the sector of social housing (cooperative homes, company-owned homes etc. 4.5%).
The statistics of commissioned homes show the dominance of the commercial sector on the housing market
even more explicitly: in 2014 54.3% of all the homes
were built for sale or to let, 40% were built for the
owner’s own purposes and only 1.5% were municipal
homes and 4% were social sector homes, namely
cooperative homes, social rental homes and company
homes. The result of such a distribution and the housing policy which sanctions it is a split of the housing
market: a home can be bought on the free market,
where it is subject to market mechanisms, just like any
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other commodity, or it can be provided by municipality, where the rent is much below the level which
allows to maintain the assets on a current basis. Thus,
people that are most severely affected by the housing
problem are those whose income falls within 3–7
decile of salaries: they earn too much to qualify to
apply for a municipal home (regardless of the
chances to be granted such a home) or for housing
subsidy to support commercial lease, but on the other
hand they earn too little to be able to take a loan to
buy an apartment, even when using the MdM
(Mieszkania dla młodych: Homes for the Young)
scheme (see the Ministry of Finance 2015).
At the same time, data concerning homes commissioned in 2014 show that almost half of the homes
were located in single-family houses (the average number homes per building being 1.9), and if we take into
account the number of constructed residential building: single-family houses constitute 94%. Such a situation, which is aggravated by dispersal of development
and urban sprawl is not only underpinned with the
dream of a house with a garden, but it is also due to the
sum of factors related to affordability of housing: (1)
relatively low prices of land in suburban areas, related
e.g. to spatial policy of municipalities which dedicate
such area of land to housing development which is
much in excess to demographic capacity, (2) poor
housing offer, (3) lower costs of building in the individual investor development system, i.e. without intermediaries, as compared with buying a home from a
developer, (4) fiscal facilities, e.g. subsidies to home
loans, subsidies from BOŚ (Bank for Environmental
Protection), tax relief for construction materials, (5)
lack of awareness: lack of ability to calculate the total
costs related to construction of a house in suburban
areas. Dispersal of development and municipal spatial
policy are related to particular social and financial
losses for private persons as well as for public entities
and natural environment, referred to, among others, in
“The Report on Economic Losses and Social Costs of
Uncontrolled Urbanisation” [9].

2. COLLABORATIVE HOUSING
2.1. Definition
Collaborative housing is a form of acquiring homes,
where the basic principles include: (1) the non-forprofit idea, (2) group initiation by future occupants as
well as (3) participative and (4) co-operative nature
of the undertaking. Collaborative housing can be executed through participation in a construction group,
in a housing co-operative or in co-housing. Particular
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types of housing self-organisation models differ in
legal form, target organisational form and many
details – characteristic features (common and distinguishing) of all the three forms are presented in
Table 1. Collaborative housing should be treated as a
part of the social housing sector. It is an intermediate
form between individual housing (the scope of which
is to satisfy one’s own and one’s family’s housing
needs), and developer housing (the scope of which is
to generate profit).
2.2. Historical overview
The oldest form of the three forms of housing organisations described herein is housing co-operative. In
Poland the precursor of co-operatives in general was
Stanisław Staszic (and his Rural Association in
Hrubieszów [Towarzystwo Rolnicze Hrubieszowskie]
established in 1812), but from the perspective of
housing communities, the key figures are Teodor
Teoplitz and Stanisław Tołwiński: initiators of the
Warsaw Housing Co-operative [Warszawska
Spółdzielnia Mieszkaniowa] (1921), and Władysław
Dobrzyński – the author of a brochure written in
1921 upon request of the Ministry of Public Health,
entitled
“Housing
Co-operatives:
Practical
Guidelines” [3]. The oldest housing co-operatives
that were established in the territories of today’s
Poland are the co-operative in Bydgoszcz, founded in
1890, and “Pomoc” co-operative in Poznań. Until the
beginning of World War I there were about 40 housing co-operatives in the Polish land. After World War
I such laws were implemented which introduced the
possibility of granting preferential loans to co-operatives, due to which about 96 thousand co-operative
homes were built in years 1924–1937 [2] [11]. After
World War II the process of nationalisation and covering co-operatives with central management gradually started. The way in which majority of housing cooperative functioned in the period of the Polish
People’s Republic did not have much in common
with the original understanding of a co-operative,
however, the result of that time was that after the
transformation the idea of a housing co-operative
turned out to be completely devaluated.
The idea of co-housing comes from Denmark (bofalleskskaber), and the first complex that can be treated
as part of that stream was built there in 1972 (architects Theo Bjerg and Palle Dyreborg). Originally,
Danish co-housing was in the form of single-family
suburban complexes built to satisfy the need of living
in a community of neighbours, due to the possibility
of having influence upon the appearance and func-
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Co-operative
(small housing co-operative)

Construction group

Co-housing

The main objective

acquiring a home

– acquiring a home
– building a strong relationship between neighbours
– additional goals related to
shared philosophy (e.g. ecofriendly)

– acquiring a home
– joint property management

Method of organisation

general agreement

general agreement / co-operative agreement

co-operative agreement

Legal grounds

contract based on civil partner- contract based on civil partner- contract based on the Act on
ship law /
ship law /
Housing Co-operatives and
civil law contract /
Co-operative Law
contract based on the Act on
Housing Co-operatives and
Co-operative Law

Governing document

contract

contract / co-operative statute

co-operative statute

Leader

selected leader

non-hierarchal structure external or internal facilitator

president / supervisory board /
general meeting

Engagement of members in the usually
design process

obligatory / strict

usually

Decision-making mode

compromise
(majority of votes)

consensus
(deep democracy)

compromise
(majority of votes)

Home ownership after process
finalisation

occupants (privately owned
homes)

occupants or the group (privately owned or co-operative
homes)

co-operative
(co-operative homes)

Shared rooms

sometimes

obligatory

usually

Location

any: rural, suburban, urban

Urban form

any: housing complexes, urban plots, development gaps, brownfields

Architectural form

any: single-family houses, multi-family houses, urban infill, outward/upward extensions, facility
adaptations

Team size

any
usually: 10-20 homes

Home disposal options

yes / the group may reserve the Possible, but not desired / the
pre-emptive rights or the right group may reserve the preof buyer acceptance
emptive right or the right of
buyer acceptance

Disposal of shares in the cooperative / withdrawing one's
own contribution.

Possibility of adaptation to
Polish conditions

yes

yes

any
usually: 10-20 homes

yes

A R C H I T E C T U R E

Table 1.
Three basic models of collaborative housing in Poland

The minimum number of
members necessary to establish
a co-operative: 10 (5 for a
social co-operative) usually:
10–20 homes

Prepared by the author on the basis of [10] [6] the Act on Housing Co-operatives, Co-operative Law – Act on Housing Co-operatives
of 15 December 2000 as amended, Co-operative Law (Journal of Laws of 2003, No. 188, item 1848, as amended)

tioning of the surroundings and providing safer space
for children. The idea spread all over Scandinavia in
different variants. At present bofalleskskaber in
Denmark can involve three forms of ownership: cooperatives (60%), private homes (32%) and rental
home (8%) [6]. The rules that govern co-housing
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were described in the 1980s, after many years of study
trips, by a couple of American architects: Kathryn
McCamat and Charles Durrett [7], who still study,
popularise and build different kinds of co-housing
(e.g. co-housing for seniors, eco co-housing).
Construction groups, due to their huge popularity
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and professional literature, are associated with
Berlin, where the origins of collaborative housing can
be traced back to late 1970s, to the Kreuzberg districts that was intended for renewal. When after the
International Building Exhibition (IBA) around 80
old tenement houses were designated for demolishing, they were taken over by young people who disagreed with such a decisions and who turned them
into squats. As squats were temporary only, co-operative forms of self-organisation started to replace
them. Thanks to the initiative of IBA commissioners,
the town agreed to transfer the buildings to organisations which agreed to co-operate with the town and
to have the structures legalised. By the inhabitants'
efforts, the buildings were renewed and just like most
of co-operatives established back then, they are still
in use [12]. Another important impulse for promoting bottom-up actions of Berlin inhabitants was
German reunification: many inhabitants of East
Berlin left their homes with no intention to return. In
early 1990s in the centre of East Berlin there were 25
thousand uninhabited homes, out of which 8 thousand were located in the Prenzlauerberg district only.
Abandoned homes were occupied by young people
from all over the world, fascinated by the transformation. New inhabitants got united and jointly renovated the buildings, and they turned the ground
floors by DIY methods into bars, stores, cafés and
workshops. The third wave started in 2002 when the
Berlin Senate cut the funds for housing schemes.
Finding a home for a reasonable price downtown
became very difficult, and the people who already
lived there did not want to move outside the city.
Neighbours and friends started forming construction
groups. The initiators were usually architects living in
the area who would engage their friends in the projects. In such houses usually flats and working space
were located, e.g. offices, studios, workshops and
other shared space [4]. In 2013 an important book on
the phenomenon was published: “Self Made City”
[10], which described over 30 collaborative housing
undertakings from years 2005–2008 and which
became proof that collaborative housing was justified
in a large city of the 21°C.
The common origin of collective forms of habitation
can be found much earlier: the very idea in Plato’s
Republic and Thomas More’s Utopia, and then, after
the industrial revolution, in the works of e.g. ClaudeNicolas Ledoux, Robert Owen (New Lanark),
Charles Fourier (the idea of phalanstery), or Jean
Baptiste Godin (Familistère); and in early 20th c.
among many factory housing estates and homes –
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communes in the Soviet Union (e.g. Moisei
Ginzburg’s Narkomfin in Moscow) [6].
2.3. Examples
The examples have been chosen is such a way which
allows to present different aspects of collaborative
housing: co-operative nature of the complexes and
adapting them to the needs of various social groups
(Kalkebreite, Zurich, Switzerland), the possibility of
using regeneration of cities (Wallisblok, Rotterdam,
the Netherlands), and an example of the participation process in the investment process in the case of
a building which was constructed without additional
intentions, only for the desire to live in a good location at a reasonable price and with a group of wellknown people (Berlin, Germany).
1. Kalkebreite housing co-operative in Zurich
Kalkbereite was conceived as a city in the city: a place
to live and work, constituting an integral part of a
neighbourhood. In the complex there are different
types of homes for about 230 inhabitants, some
places to work, for service providers and shared
space: 2,500 m2 of a common yard – situated in the
2nd storey above a tram depot (with public access to
the street level through a wide municipal stairway)
and 1,500m2 of a shared terrace on the roof. The
outer spaces are located at different levels, therefore
their accessibility is diversified and they can perform
various functions, depending on the needs. In
Kalkbreite there are homes adapted to different
types of households, including alternative ones.
Apart from individual homes of various sizes there
are also some big households (Grosshaushalt) and
home clusters (Cluster). Both are composed of individual homes and shared space that complements
them. In large households individual flats are smaller
and they have no kitchen, but instead there is a large,
shared kitchen and a hired cook who prepares meals
for the whole community; joint household management limits the costs of living significantly and is beneficial for the environment. In the clusters individual
homes are fully functional and the shared space plays
the role of a day room, where people can spend time
together, organise meetings and watch TV. The range
of available housing options also includes the so
called “Wohnjoker”: additional rooms with the area
of 27–29 m2, with a toilet and bathroom but without
a kitchen, which can be rented by Kalkbreite inhabitants when their housing needs change (e.g. for
young adult children or elder parents who do not
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Figure 1.
Structure of Kalkbreite cooperative (prepared by the author)

want to live alone any more).
The co-operative nature of the undertaking is of crucial importance: people who are invited to join
Kalkbreite co-operative are those who are willing to
take part in the community’s life based on the ideas of
sharing and collaboration. The philosophy of a cooperative (3 main principles) and the general terms
and conditions of lease are defined in a document
(Vermietungsreglement
für
Wohnungen
der
Genossenschaft Kalkbreite) drafted at the founding
meeting:
– social mix, introduced by (1) integration of people
of different ages and at different stages of life, having income at different levels, (2) supporting
households of people with disabilities, (3) encouraging the inhabitants to exchange homes in such a
way, that their homes always suit their current
needs as well as possible;
– environmental responsibilities: (1) occupied homes
should be as close to the needs of the inhabitants as
possible; too large flats are to be exchange for
smaller ones or shared, (2) in order to reduce the
environmental impact, the inhabitants are encouraged to share the laundry room, kitchen and television as well as e.g. to use public transport;
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– solidarity;
there
is
a
solidarity
fund
(Solidaritatfonds), established to help the inhabitants in need.
From the point of view of elderly people, the benefits
of living in Kalkbereite include living close to the
whole infrastructure (grocery stores, restaurants, cinema, family doctor and other services located on the
ground floor of the building), common entrance to
the complex and internal street (Rue interieur)
ensuring everyday contact with the neighbours: close
relations provide good support for people who need
it, easy access to external shared space where one can
plant their own plants, the possibility of using meals
prepared in large households, reception open all day
long, where one can find assistance in everyday
issues, including laundry, house cleaning, shopping
and small repairs. The cheapest flats within a particular type are dedicated to people of low income, and
the recruitment committee cooperates with Domicil
foundation (https://www.domicilwohnen.ch/, access
in Aug 2016), which deals in satisfying the housing
needs of people in need. (Based on study trip:
06.2016 and 10.2016, interview with Res Keller, managing director, and Becker et al. 2015)
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Figure 2.
Kalkbreite cooperative. Common spaces at the tram depot’s roof (photo by the author, 10.2016)

2. Wallisblok, De Dichterijke Vrijheid 07 Roterdam/
Spangen
The city was looking for a possibility of regenerating
the neighbourhood of Spangen which, after many
years of neglect, ended up to be in a very poor state:
devastated, illegally occupied city blocks developed
with buildings from before the war in an infamous
neighbourhood could not find a commercial buyer.
The idea of dedicating the city block to participation
housing originated during a workshop in the Faculty
of Architecture in Rotterdam and it was adapted by
the city. In October 2004 the city announced a project
according to which it was intending to transfer the
homes to future inhabitants on condition that (1)
they spend at least EUR 1,000 for every square metre
of a home for renovation, (2) they engage in the
process, (3) the process will be coordinated by specialists: an architect and a project manager (Frans
van Hulten from Steunpunt Wonen / Urbannerdam
and Ineke Hulshof from Hulshof Architects), (4) the
investment will meet the specified quality standards,
38
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(5) it will start no later than one year after starting
the process, and (6) the inhabitants will be living
there at least one year after termination of construction works. The city renovated the foundations and it
also gave consent to complete reconstruction of the
internal part of the historical city block, including
demolition of internal façades. Out of the initial
number of 200 interested people 35 of the most
engaged households were selected, an association
was established and the process started. In workshops
with future inhabitants a model of city block reorganisation was proposed – it assumed a maximum number of co-existing solutions: flats, studios, work places
or segments with access from the level of the garden.
Attics were also used as residential area. As it turned
out, it was difficult to match expectations of particular families with the existing structure, however, in
the end, due to work with physical models, a compromise was reached (cf. Figure).
The costs of renovation of a single home were calculated at the level of EUR 70K for a small apartment
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Figure 3.
Structure division into particular flats and work spaces. Each colour shows different flat or working space (prepared by the author,
based on Hulshof , p. 11)

up to EUR 200K for a four-storey house. What is
important is that the costs of unifying the standards
in the whole complex were divided equally between
the inhabitants, no matter what state their part of the
building was in. Before starting the works future
inhabitants were divided into groups which were
made responsible for particular construction elements (garden, construction, finance, organising
meetings for the neighbours). Today the complex has
been occupied for 9 years, most of the inhabitants are
the same as at the beginning, the neighbours are integrated and happy, they share a garden where they
have hens (sic!), vegetables and all kinds of plants,
they all have access to the terrace on the roof.
The city of Rotterdam continued such a scheme for
consecutive years to renovate more city blocks. In the
whole district which was subjected to changes, over
20% of the inhabitants who rented homes there
before returned to those locations. The success of the
investment seems to lie in city support, engagement
of the inhabitants, of professionals and supervision of
the investment process. As for safety, the group
aspect turned out to be important: all the inhabitants
that moved into the building at the same time were
already friends who would exercise neighbour surveillance from the very beginning, so they did not feel
endangered, even though the district was pretty infa-
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mous. Prepared on the basis of study visit and interviews with the inhabitants, May 2016. as well as a
www.urbannerdam.nl, access in May 2016).
3. Gierkezeile 10 construction group (baugruppe),
10585 Berlin Alt-Charlottenburg
The Gierkezeile 10 construction group was established in 2013 – the group initiators were looking for
the right plot of land to build a small block of flats in
a good location. From the very beginning they were
using the assistance of a consulting firm – Winfried
Hartel Projektentwicklung, which deals with providing
assistance in construction organisation in participation processes. At the beginning the group was composed of several families that joined a tender to buy
a plot of land. The plot was to be sold by the city only
to a participation group, and developers were excluded from the tender. Due to incredibly good location,
there were more groups interested in buying the plot,
therefore the land was sold for a much higher price
than the initial price. After buying the plot, the group
started looking for more people interested in the
investment through a web portal: www.cohousing.de.
The whole designing process was based on participation, future inhabitants meet every month – also during the investment – with the architect and a representative of Winfried Hartel, that supervises the
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Figure 4.
Interior of the Walisblok block. Photo by author, 05.2016

process. The plot was bought in 2013 and the construction started in 2015. Its termination is planned
for March 2017. Every meeting has an agenda prepared beforehand. Table 2 presents an example of a
project group agenda, with division into focus groups,
indication of people responsible for particular issues
and a specified method of solving disputes. The
40
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building that is being constructed comprises 12
homes (at EUR 2,300 per sq. m) with an underground garage, terrace on the roof, shared backyard
and balconies on the roof. (Elaborated on the basis of
a study visit and participation in a construction group
meeting, Berlin, 21 April 2016).
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1

Focus
group

Focus
Progress of works
Problem solving method

Report
on the
progress
of works
(Wienfrie
d Hartel
Projekten
twicklung)

Construction
Progress of works:
– building shell (currently, the
ceiling of the fourth floor is
being constructed, the ceiling of
the fifth floor
– mid May, sixth floor – end of
May)

A R C H I T E C T U R E

Table 2.
Group focuses and the method of solving problems during a typical construction group meeting. Berlin 21 April 2016
Additional information / presentation slides

ongoing

Installations
Deadlines
– beginning of construction (Aug
2015)
– level 0 (06 Nov 2015)
– building shell (mid June 2016)
– windows (end of May 2016)
– lockup stage (end of June 2016)
– PARTY: 06 Sep 2016 – suggested date
planned stage:
– termination of construction
(end of 2016)
– commissioning (February 2017)

Cost of construction
Detailed table with all the costs divided into proper groups.
– so far the total costs are -2.4%,
relative to projected costs
Investment progress report summary
deadlines: green
budget: green
quality: green
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Selection
of consecutive
contractors
(IB
Luttgens
+ pfeofer
architekten)
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Decorators
RFPs: 16 companies
offers: 7 companies
price range: EUR 62-79K
budget: EUR 60K
negotiations with 3 companies

Electric installation
Sanitary fixtures
Ventilation
Plasterboards

Negotiations with three selected companies

Roofers
Parquets
Doors

Collecting bids

Decisions Mailboxes
to be
made
– problem: change of mailbox
(pfeofer
location (according to EU recarchitekommendations, mailboxes are
ten)
to be placed outside the building)
– decision: the mailbox stays in
the foyer.

Lift
– problem: selecting the colour of
walls, lighting, type of panel,
etc.
– decision: unanimous approval
for the architect’s proposal.
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Video intercom
– problem: intercom with or without video?
– decision: after voting in which
most of the people are for the
video, negotiations start (even
though the statute allows to
make decisions by majority of
votes). Finally, the group
decides to introduce additional,
hidden curtain rods that the
part of the group that was
reluctant about the intercom
wanted to have.

Special wish
Floor plan presented, and discussed among the group’s members.
– problem: according to the contract, walls and ceilings are
shared property of the group
and there is no possibility to
interfere with them, however, a
future inhabitant from the sixth
floor would like to have boxes
hidden in the flat roof for builtin lighting. He presents his
request.
– decision: the group agrees.
Unanimous decisions

Garage door
Foyer floors
4

Searching for a security company
– problem: high costs
– decision: the inhabitants will
supervise the construction by
themselves, establishing daily
duties (a visit in the morning
and in the evening)

5

Summarising the level of payments
per inhabitant: how much has
been paid and by whom, and how
much is still to be paid by everyone

Elaborated by the author based on participation in the construction group meeting, all the sensitive data has been covered, Berlin,
21 April 2016
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3. PARTIAL CONCLUSION

[9]

Collaborative housing has been successfully developed in Western European countries, depending on
the region, at least since the 1970s, and today it is
becoming an important element of local housing policies in more and more cities and towns. As illustrated
by the three examples presented in this paper, this
type of a housing investment may respond to very
diverse needs of the cities as well as their inhabitants
– a review of benefits related to the presented system
is included in the next paper which is a continuation
of the subject. It is worth noting that observing successful and unsuccessful foreign practices can be a
perfect introduction to attempts of implementation
of collaborative housing in Poland.

Nowicki, R. et al., (2014). Opinie i ekspertyzy na konferencję o ekonomicznych stratach i społecznych
kosztach niekontrolowanej urbanizacji w Polsce
(Opinions on economic losses and social costs of
uncontrolled urbanization in Poland), Warszawa.

[10] Ring, K., (2013). Selfmade City: Berlin:
Stadtgestaltung und Wohnprojekte in Eigeninitiative,
Berlin. Jovis.

[11] Śliwa, Z., (2004). Spółdzielczość mieszkaniowa
w Polsce (Housing cooperatives in Poland),
Bydgoszcz: Qax Manufaktura Artystyczna.
[12] Twardoch, A., (2016). Innowacje z miasta IBA (innovations from IBA – city). Architektura-Murator, 2, bll,
28–32.
Available at:
https://www.academia.edu/24166502/Innowacje_z_mi
asta_IBA.
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